Preread:  
- Read the Chapter Title  
- **What will be talked about in this chapter?**  
- Read- Identify the Big Idea on Pg 284. You will answer this question at the end of these notes.  
- **Look at the picture on pg 285 What symbolism is shown here?**  
- Skim and Scan rest of the chapter- Be sure to pay attention to section headings, subheadings, maps, illustrations.

Read:  
Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:  
- Questioning ideas  
- Clarifying concepts  
- Summarizing information  
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading:  
Answer the following questions  
The American Industrial Revolution  
-Industrial Revolution:  
  -Division of Labor:  
    -How did this division of labor increase output?  
    -How did it affect workers?  
  -Mineral-based economy:  
    -Who was Samuel Slater?  
    -Explain the ways American industry competed with Britain=  
      -Tariffs:  
        -Technology:
-Labor (Waltham-Lowell System):

-Sellar’s Family:

-Eli Whitney-
  -Cotton Gin:

-Interchangeable Parts:

-Artisan Republicanism:

**Big Question:**
How did the capitalist run industrial economy CONFLICT with artisan republicanism and how did workers respond?

Unions:

*Commonwealth v Hunt:*

Long term ramifications?

**Labor theory of value:**

**The Market Revolution:**
-Market Revolution:

-Where were Americans migrating to and why?

-Erie Canal:

-How was it financed?
-Who built it?
-What did it do?
-Ramifications of it being finished?

Describe the Who, What, When, Why, How of the **Steamboat**:

-Why did **Chicago** grow so quickly?

**Big Question:**
Which was more important in the Market Revolution, Government support for transportation OR technological innovations? Why?

List 5 different cities that grew during this period and give a reason why:
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

**Big Question:**
What different types of cities emerged between 1820-1860 what caused their growth?